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Quantum Numbers / H-atom
• Each bound state of the hydrogen atom is characterized by a set of four quantum numbers 

( )
-          : principal quantum number
-  : orbital angular momentum quantum number

‣ By convention, the values of  are usually designated by letters.

-  : magnetic quantum number.
‣ It determines the behavior of the energy levels in the presence of a magnetic field.

‣ This is the projection of the electron orbital angular momentum along the -axis of the system.

• Spin

- The electron possesses an intrinsic, spin angular momentum with the magnitude of .

- There are two states, , for  the spin.

• Degeneracy for a given n:

n, l, m, ms

n = 1, 2, 3,⋯
l = 0, 1, 2,⋯, n − 1

l

m = − l, − l + 1,⋯,0,⋯, l − 1, l

z

|s | =
1
2

ms = ± 1
2

3
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is the electron orbital angular momentum quantum number. The actual 
angular momentum is given by n[l(l + 1)]½. l can take the values 
0, 1, 2, ... , n - 1. By convention, the values of l are usually designated 
by letters (see Table 3.1). 

m is the magnetic quantum number , so called because it determines the 
behaviour of the energy levels in the presence of a magnetic field. mn 
is the projection of the electron orbital angular momentum , given by l , 
along the z-axis of the system. It can take (2l + 1) values -l, -l + 
1, ... , 0, ... , l - 1, l. 
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Fig. 3.2. Wavefunctions for the angular motions of the hydrogen atom which are given 
in terms of spherical harmonics , Yi, m(0, </>). Plots are for the x - z plane except for the 
l = 2, m = 2 plot for which the x--y plane is shown. The plots give the absolute value 
of the spherical harmonic as a distance from the origin for each angle; the signs indicate 
the sign of the wavefunction in each region. (S.A. Morgan, private communication.) 

Table 3.1. Letter designations for orbital angular momentum 
quantum number l. 

0 
s 

1 
p 

2 
d 

3 
f 

4 
g 

5 
h 

6 7 
k 

8 
1 

2 ×
n−1

∑
l=0

(2l + 1) = 2n2



• Spectral series of the H atom
- The spectrum of H is divided into a number of series linking different upper levels  

with a single lower level  value. Each series is denoted according to its  value 
and is named after its discoverer.

- Within a given series, individual transitions are labelled by Greek letters.

n2
n1 n1

H-atom Spectra
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Table3.2. Spectral series of the H atom. Each series comprises the transitions 
n2 - n1, where n1 < n2 < oo. 

Range (cm- 1 ) 

n1 Name Symbol Spectral region n2 = n1 + 1 n2 = oo 

1 Lyman Ly ultraviolet 82257 109677 
2 Balmer H visible 15237 27427 
3 Paschen p infrared 5532 12186 
4 Brackett Br infrared 2468 6855 
5 Pfund Pf infrared 1340 4387 
6 Humphreys Hu infrared 808 3047 

according to its n 1 value and is named after its discoverer. Table 3.2 sum-
marises the six main H-atom series. 

The range of each H-atom series is given by the lowest frequency transi-
tion, between the levels n1 and n2 = n1 + 1, n2 = n1 + 2, n2 = n1 + 3 and so 
on up to the series limit, which is given by the transition between n 1 and 
n 2 = oo. As discussed in Sec. 3.8.1, the series limit is not always observable. 
Table 3.2 gives the spectral region in which each series is observed. As the 
Balmer series lies in the visible region, it is particularly easy to observe 
from Earth. As a result, Balmer lines have been particularly important in 
the study of H-atom spectra. 

Within a given series, individual transitions are labelled by Greek 
letters. These letters denote the change in n or D.n. In this notation: 

D.n = 1 is a, 
D.n = 2 is (3, 
D.n = 3 is 'Y, 
D.n = 4 is 8, 
D.n = 5 is 1:. 

Thus Lya is the transition between n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 2, and H"( is that 
between n 1 = 2 and n 2 = 5. Greek letters are usually only used for the 
most important transitions with low D.n. Transitions with high D.n are 
commonly labelled by the number n 2 . Thus, H15 is the Balmer series tran-
sition between n1 = 2 and n2 = 15. 
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D.n = 1 is a, 
D.n = 2 is (3, 
D.n = 3 is 'Y, 
D.n = 4 is 8, 
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Thus Lya is the transition between n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 2, and H"( is that 
between n 1 = 2 and n 2 = 5. Greek letters are usually only used for the 
most important transitions with low D.n. Transitions with high D.n are 
commonly labelled by the number n 2 . Thus, H15 is the Balmer series tran-
sition between n1 = 2 and n2 = 15. 

�n ⌘ n2 � n1
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Lyman series   : 
Balmer series  : 
Paschen series: 
Brackett series : 

Transitions with high  are labelled by 
the . Thus,  is the Balmer series 
transition between  and .

Lyα, Lyβ, Lyγ, ⋯
Hα, Hβ, Hγ, ⋯
Pα, Pβ, Pγ, ⋯
Brα, Brβ, Brγ, ⋯

Δn
n2 H15

n1 = 2 n2 = 15
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s is the electron spin quantum number. The electron spin angular momen-
tum is given by n[s(s + 1)]½ which, for a one-electron system, equals 
4"n, since an electron always has spin one-half. 

Sz gives the projection of the electron spin angular momentum, given by 
s, along the z-axis of the system. This projection is actually nsz. In 
general, Sz can take (2s + 1) values given by -s , -s + 1, .. . , s - 1, s. 
For a one-electron system, this means Sz can take one of two values: -½ 

1 or +2 . 

The simplest notations for the various states of H is to denote each 
state by its nl quantum numbers. Thus the ground state is denoted ls; the 
first excited states are 2s and 2p; the n = 3 states are 3s, 3p and 3d. (See 
Fig. 3.3.) These notations leave them and Sz quantum numbers unspecified 
since these quantum numbers are really only significant for H in the presence 
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Fig. 3.3. Schematic energy levels of the hydrogen atom with various spectral series 
identified; vertical numbers are wavelengths in A. [Adapt ed from P.W. Merrill, Lines 
of the Chemical Elements in Astronomical Spectra (Carnegie Institute of Washington 
Publications, 1956).] 

Schematic energy levels of the hydrogen atom with various spectral series identified.
The vertical numbers are wavelengths in Å.



Complex Atoms : Electron Configuration
• The configuration is the distribution of electrons of an atom in atomic orbitals. 

- The configuration of an atomic system is defined by specifying the    values of all 
the electron orbitals:   means  electrons in the orbital defined by  and .

- Each orbital labelled  actually consists of orbitals with  different  values, 
each with two possible values of . Thus the  orbital can hold a maximum 

 electrons.

• shells, subshells:
- Principal quantum number = shell: Shells correspond with the principal quantum 

numbers (1, 2, 3, ...). They are labeled alphabetically with letters used in the X-ray 
notation (K, L, M, ...).

- Orbital angular momentum quantum number = subshell: Each shell is composed 
of one or more subshells. The first (K) shell has one subshell, called “1s”; The second 
(L) shell has two subshells, called “2s” and “2p”.

nl
nlx x n l

nl 2l + 1 m
ms nl

2(2l + 1)

6
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• Atoms contain several sources of angular momentum.
- electron orbital angular momentum  

- electron spin angular momentum     

- nuclear spin angular momentum      
- The nuclear spin arises from the spins of nucleons. Protons and neutrons both have 

an intrinsic spin of a half.

• As in classical mechanics, only the total angular momentum is a conserved 
quantity.
- It is therefore necessary to combine angular momenta together.

• Addition of two angular momenta:
- The orbital and spin angular momenta are added vectorially as  . This gives 

the total electron angular momentum.
- One then combines the total electron and nuclear spin angular momenta to give the 

final angular momentum  .

L
S
I

J = L + S

F = J + I

Angular Momentum Coupling
7



Lifting Degeneracy in Configuration: Angular Momentum Coupling, Terms

• L-S coupling (Russell-Saunders coupling):
- The orbital and spin angular momenta are added separately to give the total orbital angular momentum  and 

the total spin angular momentum .  These are then added to give .

- The configurations split into terms with particular values of  and .

• Adding two Angular Momenta

- Adding vector  and vector  gives a vector , whose length lies in the range

- In quantum mechanics, a similar rule applies except that the results are quantized. The allowed 
values of the quantized angular momentum, , span the range from the sum to the difference of  
and  in steps of one:

- For example, add the two angular momenta  and  together to give . The result is

L
S J

L S

a b c

c a
b

L1 = 2 L2 = 3 L = L1 + L2

8

L = ∑
i

li, S = ∑
i

si → J = L + S

|a − b | ≤ c ≤ a + b Here,  are the lengths of their respective vectors.a, b, c

c = |a−b | c = a+b

c = |a − b | , |a − b | + 1, ⋯ , a + b − 1, a + b

L = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.



Energy Level Splitting
• Electronic configuration and energy level splitting

- Configurations ⇒ Terms ⇒ Fine Structure (Spin-Orbit Interaction) ⇒  Hyperfine 
Structure (Interaction with Nuclear Spin)

9
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where J is the total angular momentum of all electrons
in the atom with multiplicity or degeneracy 2J + 1. The
total J follows the vector sum: for two electrons, the val-
ues of J range from | j1 + j2| to | j1 ! j2|. The states are
denoted as ( ji j2)J . For example, for a (pd) configuration
j1(1 ± 1/2) = 1/2, 3/2, and j2(2 ± 1/2) = 3/2, 5/2;
the states are designated as (1/2 3/2)2,1, (1/2 5/2)3,2,
(3/2 3/2)3,2,1,0, (3/2 5/2)4,3,2,1 (note that the total dis-
crete J = 0 – 4). The J -state also includes the parity
and is expressed as J! or, more completely, as (2S+1)L!J .
The latter designation relates the fine-structure level to the
parent L S term. For each L S term there can be several
fine-structure levels. The total angular magnetic quantum
number Jm runs from !J to J .

Fine-structure levels can be further split into hyperfine
structure when nuclear spin I is added vectorially to J to
yield the quantum state J + I = F. Figure 2.2 shows
the schematics of energy levels beginning with a given
electronic configuration.

For cases where L S coupling is increasingly invalid
because of the importance of relativistic effects, but the
departure from pure L S coupling is not too severe and
full consideration of relativistic effects is not necessary,
an intermediate coupling scheme designated as L S J is
employed. (We discuss later the physical approximations
associated with relativistic effects and appropriate cou-
pling schemes.) In intermediate coupling notation, the
angular momenta l and s of an interacting electron are
added to the total orbital and spin angular momenta, J1
of all other electrons in the following manner,

J1 =
!

i

l i +
!

i

si , K = J1 + l, J = K + s,

(2.63)

where s = 1/2. The multiplicity is again 2J + 1, and the
total angular magnetic quantum number Jm runs from!J
to J .

L = I1 + I2
S = s1 + s2

{ni Ii}

J = L + S

F = J + I

LS terms LSJ levels

Configuration Term structure Fine structure Hyperfine
structure

FIGURE 2.2 Electronic configuration and energy level splittings.

An important point to note is that the physical exis-
tence of atomic energy states, as given by the number
of total J -states, must remain the same, regardless of
the coupling schemes. Therefore, the total number of J -
levels

"#
i ji = J or L + S = J

$
is the same in

intermediate coupling or j j-coupling. A general discus-
sion of the relativistic effects and fine structure is given in
Section 2.13

2.8 Hund’s rules

The physical reason for the variations in subshell structure
of the ground configuration of an atom is the electron–
electron interaction. It determines the energies of the
ground and excited states. We need to consider both the
direct and the exchange potentials in calculating these
energies. Before we describe the atomic theory to ascer-
tain these energies, it is useful to state some empirical
rules. The most common is the Hund’s rules that governs
the spin multiplicity (2S + 1), and orbital L and total J
angular momenta, in that order.

The S-rule states that an L S term with the high-
est spin multiplicity (2S + 1) is the lowest in energy.
This rule is related to the exchange effect, whereby
electrons with like spin spatially avoid one another,
and therefore see less electron–electron repulsion (the
exchange potential, like the attractive nuclear potential,
has a negative sign in the Hamiltonian relative to the
direct electron–electron potential, which is positive). For
example, atoms and ions with open subshell np3 ground
configuration (N I, O II, P I, S II) have the ground state
4So, lower than the other terms 2Do, 2Po of the ground
configuration.

The L-rule states that for states of the same spin mul-
tiplicity the one with the larger total L lies lower, again
owing to less electron repulsion for higher orbital angu-
lar momentum electrons that are farther away from the
nucleus. Hence, in the example of np3 above, the 2Do

term lies lower than the 2Po. Another example is the
ground configuration of O III, which is C-like 2p2 with
the three L S terms 3P, 1D, 1S in that energy order. A more
complex example is Fe II, with the ground 3p63d64s and
the first excited 3p63d7 configurations. The L S terms in
energy order within each configuration are 3d64s (6D, 4D)
and 3d7 (4F, 4P). But the two configurations overlap and
the actual observed energies of these four terms lie in the
order 6D, 4F, 4D, 4P.

The J-rule refers to fine-structure levels L + S = J .
For less than half-filled subshells, the lowest J -level lies
lowest, but for more than half-filled subshells it is the
reverse, that is, the highest J -level lies lowest in energy.

[Pradhan & Nahar] Atomic Astrophysics and Spectroscopy



The Fine Structure of Hydrogen
• So far the discussion on H-atom levels has assumed that all states with the same principal 

quantum number, , have the same energy.
- However, this is not correct: inclusion of relativistic (or magnetic) effects split these levels 

according to the total angular momentum quantum number . The splitting is called fine 
structure.

• For hydrogen,

• Spectroscopic notation:

- The above table shows the fine structure levels of the H atom.
- Note that the states with principal quantum number  give rise to three fine-structure levels. In 

spectroscopic notation, these levels are ,  and .

n

J

n = 2
22S1/2 22Po

1/2 22Po
3/2

10

S =
1
2

→ J = L ± 1
2

(2S+1)LJ

configuration L S J term level

ns 0 1/2 1/2 2S 2S1/2

np 1 1/2 1/2, 3/2 2P
o 2P

o
1/2,

2P
o
3/2

nd 2 1/2 3/2, 5/2 2D 2D3/2,
2D5/2

nf 3 1/2 5/2, 7/2 2F
o 2F

o
5/2,

2D
o
7/2
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Note that the levels are called to be 

  singlet  if 2S+1 = 1 

  doublet if 2S+1 = 2 

  triplet    if 2S+1 = 3 

   (when L > 0)

S = 0, J = L
S = 1/2, J = L ± 1/2

S = 1, J = L − 1, L, L + 1



Spectroscopic Notation
• Spectroscopic Notation

- A state with S = 0 is a ‘singlet’ as 2S+1 = 1.

‣  (singlet)
- A state with S = 1/2 is a ‘doublet’ as 2S+1 = 2

‣  (doublet if )
- One with S  = 1 is a ‘triplet’ as 2S+1 = 3

‣  (triplet )

J = L

J = L − 1/2, L + 1/2 L ≥ 1

J = L − 1, L, L + 1 L ≥ 1

11

Electron conÖguration and Spectroscopic notation

Spectral Notation 

25+ 1 = Total Term 5pin Multiplicity: 
5 is vector sum of electron spins (± 1 /2 each) 
Inner full shells sum to 0 

The Number of levels in 
a term is the smaller of 
(25+ 1) or (2L+ 1) 

Electronic Configuration: 
the electrons and their orbitals 
(i.e. 1 s2 2s2 3p 1) 

nsi npi ndk ... 
) 

2.1 Atomic Spectra 21 

Term Parity: 
o for odd, nothing for even 

L = Total Term Orbital 
Angular Momentum: 
Vector sum of contributing 
electron orbitals. 
Inner full shells sum to o. 

/ = Total Level Angular Momentum: 
Vector sum of Land 5 of a particular 
level in a term. 

Fig. 2.4. Spectral notation for an atomic term comprised of one or more levels. 

that they have principal quantum number n, the term is a doublet (although 
in this particular case the lower value of j would be negative, so one of 
the levels of the doublet cannot exist), the orbital angular momentum is 
zero (S state) and the total angular momentum is 1/2. Now consider the 
orbital angular momentum l = 1. The possible levels have j = 1/2,3/2 and 
n = 1,2,3 .... In spectroscopic notation, these will be n 2P1/ 2 or n 2P3/ 2 
levels. Continuing to higher orbital angular momentum, l = 2, j = 3/2,5/2 
and n = 1,2,3 ... , so these are n 2D3/2 or n 2D5/2 levels, and so on to higher 
l states. 

Now, since the Pauli exclusion principle states that no two electrons can 
have identical quantum numbers, then the n = 1 state can be occupied by 
only two electrons (l = O,S= ±1/2). This forms a closed shell of configura-
tion 1s2. The leading number is the shell number, (here the first shell), s 
refers to the angular momentum state of the electrons occupying this shell, 
and the superscript 2 refers to the number of electrons present. Thus the 
electron configuration of the normal state of magnesium (Z = 12) would 
be: 1s22s22p63s2. Ionized magnesium, (Mg+ or MgII), which is isoelectronic 
with sodium and has one optically active electron in its outer shell will have 
the ground state, defined by the electron configuration and the ground term; 
1s22s22p63s2 Sl/2· 

While one optically active electron allows us only one way of forming 
the total angular momentum by combining the spin and the orbital angular 
momentum, with two or more electrons life gets much more complicated. 
Consider the case of two electrons. For light atoms, as first shown by Russell & 
Saunders (1925), the angular momentum vectors are coupled by electrostatic 

n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 · · · ! K,L,M,N,O, · · ·
` = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 · · · ! s, p, d, f, g, · · ·
L = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 · · · ! S, P,D, F,G, · · ·
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• Selection Rules

- Allowed = Electric Dipole : Transitions which satisfy all the above selection rules are referred to as 
allowed transitions. These transitions are strong and have a typical lifetime of  s. Allowed 
transitions are denoted without square brackets.

- Photons do not change spin, so transitions usually occur between terms with the same spin state 
( ). However, relativistic effects mix spin states, particularly for high Z atoms and ions. As a result, 
one can get (weak) spin changing transitions. These are called intercombination (semi-forbidden or 
intersystem) transitions or lines. They have a typical lifetime of  s. An intercombination 
transition is denoted with a single right bracket.

- If any one of the rules 1-4, 6-8 are violated, they are called forbidden transitions or lines. They have a 
typical lifetime of  s. A forbidden transition is denoted with two square brackets.

- Resonance line denotes a dipole-allowed transition arising from the ground state of a particular atom or 
ion.

∼ 10−8

ΔS = 0

∼ 10−3

∼ 1 − 103

Selection Rules
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e.g., C IV 1548, 1550 Å

(1) one electron jumps
(2) Δn any
(3) Δl = ± 1
(4) parity change
(5) ΔS = 0
(6) ΔL = 0, ± 1 (except L = 0 − 0)
(7) ΔJ = 0, ± 1 (except J = 0 − 0)
(8) ΔF = 0, ± 1 (except F = 0 − 0)

selection rule for configuration

intercombination line if 
only this rule is violated.

It is only rarely necessary to consider this.

Helium Spectra 81 

Table 5.1. Selection rules for atomic spectra. Rules 1, 2 and 3 must always 
be obeyed. For electric dipole transitions, intercombination lines violate 
rule 4 and forbidden lines violate rule 5 and/or 6. Electric quadrupole and 
magnetic dipole transitions are also described as forbidden. 

Electric dipole Electric quadrupole Magnetic dipole 

1. ilJ = 0, ± 1 ilJ = 0, ± 1, ±2 ilJ = 0, ± 1 
Not J = 0- 0 Not J = 0 - 0, ½ - ½, 0 - 1 Not J = 0- 0 

2. ilMJ = 0, ± l ilMJ = 0, ± l, ± 2 ilMJ = 0, ± l 
3. Parity changes Parity unchanged Parity unchanged 
4. ilS = 0 ilS = 0 ilS = 0 
5. One electron jumps One or no electron jumps No electron jumps 

iln any iln any iln = 0 
ill= ±1 ill= 0, ± 2 ill= 0 

6. ilL = 0, ± 1 ilL = 0, ± 1, ± 2 ilL = 0 
Not L = 0- 0 Not L = 0- 0, 0 - l 

Photons do not change spin, so transitions usually occur between terms 
with the same spin state, as expressed by the rule ll.S = 0. However, rela-
tivistic effects mix spin states, particularly for high Z atoms or ions. As a 
result of relativistic effects, one can get (weak) spin changing transitions; 
these are called intercombination lines. Intercombination lines are denoted 
by one square bracket, for example: 

cm] 2s2 1s - 2s2p 3 P 0 at 1908. 7 A. 

This transition is important because the c2+ 2s2p 3P 0 state is metastable, 
i.e. it has no allowed radiative decay so that this transition determines the 
lifetime of this state. Actually, the situation is more subtle than this. The 
3 P 0 term splits into three levels: 3 P0, 3 P1 and 3 P:2- The electric dipole 
intercombination line at 1908.7 A is actually 1S0 - 3P'j'. It has an A value 
of 114 s- 1 . 

The transition 1S0 - 3P~, which occurs at 1906. 7 A, is completely for-
bidden by dipole selection rules as ll.J = 2. It only occurs via a very weak 
magnetic quadrupole transition. The 1906.7 A line is 105 times weaker than 
the already-weak line at 1908. 7 A; it has an A value of 0.0052 s- 1 . These two 
lines can be used to give information on the electron density, as discussed 
in Sec. 7.1. Finally, the transition 1S0 - 3P0 is a J = 0-0 transition, which 
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is completely forbidden by both dipole and quadrupole selection rules. This 
transition is not observed. 

Electric dipole transitions which violate the propensity rules 5 and/ or 6 
are called forbidden transitions. These are labelled by square brackets. For 
example, 

1906.7 A [Cm] 2s2 1S0 -2s2p 3P~, 

322.57 A [Cm] 2s2 1So-2p3s 1Pr 
are both forbidden lines of c2+. The former is a magnetic transition while 
the latter is an electric dipole transition involving the movement of two 
electrons. Forbidden transitions are generally weaker than intercombination 
lines. 

It is also possible to get transitions driven by higher electric multi-
poles or magnetic moments. The only important ones of these are electric 
quadrupole and magnetic dipole transitions. The selection rules for these 
transitions are also given in Table 5.1. Even when all the rules are satisfied, 
electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole transitions are both much weaker 
than the allowed electric dipole transitions. They are thus also referred to 
as forbidden transitions. 

Typical lifetimes, that is inverse Einstein A coefficients, for allowed 
decays via each mechanism are 

Tdipole ~ 10- 8s, Tmagnetic ~ 10- 3s, Tquadrupole ~ ls. 
These timescales mean that states only decay by forbidden transitions when 
there are no decay routes via allowed transitions. 

Finally, it should be noted that even the rigorous selection rules given 
above can be modified when nuclear spin effects are taken into considera-
tion. These result in rigorous selection rules for electric dipole transitions 
based on the final angular momentum. In particular: 

l:l.F must be O or ± 1 with F = 0 +-+ 0 forbidden. 

It is only very rarely necessary to consider this. 

5.3. Observing Forbidden Lines 

States decaying only via forbidden lines live for a long time on an atomic, 
if not an astronomical, timescale. Such states are called metastable states. 

( )ΔS = 1

( , )ΔS = 1 ΔJ = 2



Atomic Processes
• In order for an atom in the ISM to radiate, it has to be first excited to a 

higher state.
• Excitation and de-excitation (Transition)

‣ Radiative excitation (photoexcitation; photoabsorption)
‣ Radiative de-excitation (spontaneous emission and stimulated emission)
‣ Collisional excitation
‣ Collisional de-excitation

• Ionization
‣ Photoionization
‣ Collisional Ionization

• (Radiative) Recombination

• Emission Line
‣ Collisionally-excited emission lines (spontaneous emission following collisional 

excitation)
‣ Recombination lines (recombination following photoionization or collisional ionization)
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Forbidden Lines
• Forbidden lines are often difficult to study in the laboratory as collision-free 

conditions are needed to observe metastable states.
- In this context, it must be remembered that laboratory ultrahigh vacuums are 

significantly denser than so-called dense interstellar molecular clouds.
- Even in the best vacuum on Earth, frequent collisions knock the electrons out 

of these orbits (metastable states) before they have a chance to emit the 
forbidden lines.

- In astrophysics, low density environments are common. In these environments, the 
time between collisions is very long and an atom in an excited state has enough time 
to radiate even when it is metastable.

- Forbidden lines of nitrogen ([N II] at 654.8 and 658.4 nm), sulfur ([S II] at 671.6 and 
673.1 nm), and oxygen ([O II] at 372.7 nm, and [O III] at 495.9 and 500.7 nm) are 
commonly observed in astrophysical plasmas.

- The forbidden 21-cm hydrogen line is particularly important for radio 
astronomy as it allows very cold neutral hydrogen gas to be seen.

- Since metastable states are rather common, forbidden transitions account for a 
significant percentage of the photons emitted by the ultra-low density gas in Universe.

- Forbidden lines can account for up to 90% of the total visual brightness of 
objects such as emission nebulae.

14



Notations
• Notations for Spectral Emission Lines and for Ions

- There is a considerable confusion about the difference between these two ways of 
referring to a spectrum or ion, for example, C III or C+2. These have very definite 
different physical meanings. However, in many cases, they are used interchangeably.

- C+2 is a baryon and C III is a set of photons.
- C+2 refers to carbon with two electrons removed, so that is doubly ionized, with a 

net charge of +2.
- C III is the spectrum produced by carbon with two electrons removed. The C III 

spectrum will be produced by impact excitation of C+2 or by recombination of C+3. So, 
depending on how the spectrum is formed. C III may be emitted by C+2 or C+3.

- There is no ambiguity in absorption line studies - only C+2 can produce a C III 
absorption line. This had caused many people to think that C III refers to the matter 
rather than the spectrum.

- But this notation is ambiguous in the case of emission lines.

15

C+2 + e� ! C+2⇤ + e� ! C+2 + e� + h⌫
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collisional excitation:
recombination:



• Hyperfine Structure in the H atom
- Coupling the nuclear spin    to the total electron angular momentum    gives the final angular 

momentum  . For hydrogen this means
I J

F

Hydrogen Atom : Fine & Hyperfine Structures
16

F = J + I = J ± 1

2
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• 3 electrons (Lithium-like ions)
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• 5 & 8 electrons
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forbidden
lines

Upward heavy: allowed, Upward Dashed: intercombination, Downward solid: forbidden

[Draine] Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium
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Multiphase ISM
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Five Phases of the ISM
Molecular clouds

- H2 is the dominant form of molecules.
- Number density ~ 106 cm-3 in the molecular cloud cores, which are self-gravitating and form stars. (Note that 

106 cm-3 is comparable to the density in the most effective cryo-pumped vacuum chambers in laboratories.)
- How to observe: for instance, 2.6, 1.3 and 0.9 mm (115, 230 and 345 GHz) emission lines from CO.

Cold neutral medium (CNM) ( )
- The dominant form of CNM is H I (atomic hydrogen).
- The CNM is distributed in sheets and filaments occupying ~1% of the ISM volume.
- How to observe: UV and optical absorption lines in the spectra of background stars and quasars.

Warm neutral medium (WNM) ( )
- Its dominant form is H I (atomic hydrogen).
- A leading method of observing the WNM is using 21 cm emission.

Warm ionized medium (WIM) or Diffuse ionized gas (DIG) ( )
- The dominant form is H II (ionized hydrogen or proton).
- The WIM is primarily photoionized by O- and B- type stars.

- Observed using Balmer emission lines (H𝛼).

Hot ionized medium (HIM) or coronal gas ( )
- The HIM is primarily heated by supernovae.
- HIM occupies ~ half of the ISM volume, but provides only 0.2% of the ISM mass.
- soft X-ray emission. O VI, N V, and C IV emission or absorption lines in the spectra of background stars.

T ∼ 102 K

T ∼ 5 × 103 K

T ∼ 104 K

T ≳ 105.5 K
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Table 1.1: Five phases of the ISM 

Name T (K) nH(cm- 3 ) Mass fraction Volume fraction 
Molecular Clouds 20 > 100 35% 0.1% 

Cold Neutral Medium 100 30 35% 1% 
Warm Neutral Medium 5000 0.6 25% 40% 
Warm Ionized Medium 104 0.3 3% 10% 

Hot Ionized Medium 106 0.004 0.2% 50% 

Table 1.2: Most abundant elements in the local ISM [Asplund et al. 2009] 

Abundance Atomic 1st ionization 
Element (ppm) number energy (eV) 

hydrogen (H) 911,900 1 13.60 
helium (He) 87,100 2 24.59 
oxygen (0) 490 8 13.62 
carbon (C) 270 6 11.26 
neon (Ne) 85 10 21.56 

nitrogen (N) 68 7 14.53 
magnesium (Mg) 40 12 7.65 

silicon (Si) 32 14 8.15 
iron (Fe) 32 26 7.90 
sulfur (S) 13 16 10.36 

formed 4.56 billion years ago. Thus, they represent a dip into the interstellar 
medium at a particular location at a particular moment in time. 

Molecular clouds have H2 as their dominant form of hydrogen. The densest 
portions of molecular clouds, where the number density can be as high as about 
106 cm- 3 , are self-gravitating regions where stars can form. Although molecular 
clouds occupy a minuscule fraction of the ISM's volume, their relatively high 
density means they contribute at least a third of the ISM's mass. A leading 
method of observing molecular clouds is by looking for millimeter-wavelength 
emission from small molecules such as carbon monoxide. 

The cold neutral medium ( CNM) has atomic hydrogen, or H 1, as its domi-
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PLATE 3. a: All-sky map of H I 21 cm line intensity from the LAB survey (Kalberla et al.
2005), with angular resolution !0.6!. Scale gives log10 N(H I)(cm"2). The LMC and SMC
are visible (cf. Plate 1), with a connecting H I “bridge.” Image courtesy of P. Kalberla. b: H!
from Finkbeiner (2003). Many bubble-like ionized structures are apparent, including the Orion
Nebula and Barnard’s Loop near (", b) " (209!,#19!); the Gum nebula (256!,#9!); and
the # Oph H II region (6!, 23!). Image courtesy of D. Finkbeiner. c: [C II]158µm from
Fixsen et al. (1999), reproduced by permission of the AAS. The map is smoothed to 10!

resolution. Black stripes are unobserved regions. Scalebar shows [C II]158µm intensity in
nWm"2 sr"1.

Color Plates · Plate 1 405

Plate 1. The galaxy M 51 (NGC 5195)

This image results from the combination of images in the B band (blue) and in the V band
(green) with a monochromatic image in the H! line (red). It was obtained with the 12K CCD
camera at the Canada-France-Hawaii (CFHT) telescope. The spiral arms of this galaxy are
particularly evident and result from the gravitational action of the companion NGC 5194,
located to the North. They correspond to the compression zones of the interstellar matter.
Absorption due to interstellar dust is clearly visible along the arms, but also elsewhere, in
particular in the companion. The many H ii regions visible in the H! line are preferentially
located along the arms, on the convex side of the dust band. The arms sweep up interstellar
matter which enters through the concave side. This matter is then compressed and forms
massive stars which appear on the convex side and ionize the gas.

In this plate and all others, with a few exceptions which are indicated in the corresponding
caption, North is to the top and East to the left. (Courtesy Jean-Charles Cuillandre, CFHT)

M51 (NGC5195)
Plate 1 [Lequeux]

B band - blue
V band - green
Hɑ - red (DIG)

DIG: M 51 (Seon 2009)
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Figure 1.9: An all-sky map of Ha(,\= 6563A) emission. Intensity is plotted on 
a log scale from 0.03 Rayleighs to 160 Rayleighs. [LAMBDA, D. Finkbeiner] 

a "billiard ball" with a radius r ~ 3a0, where a0 5.29 x 10- 9 cm is the Bohr 
radius. Thus, two identical atoms will collide when their nuclei are separated by 
a distanced 2r, leading to a cross section for interactions CJ~ n(2r )2 ~ l00a~ ~ 
3 x 10- 15 cm 2 . Thus, in air at sea level, where the number density of molecules 
is n ~ 2.5 x 1019 cm- 3 , the mean free path of a molecule between collisions is 
Amfp ~ 1/(na) ~ 10- 5 cm ~ 0.1 µm. In the cold neutral medium of the ISM, with 
n ~ 30cm- 3 , the mean free path is Amfp ~ 1013 cm ~ lAU. When we deal with a 
volume of gas that is larger than the mean free path Amfp, we characterize that 
volume by its bulk properties, such as density (p), pressure (P), number density 
(n), and temperature (T). 

In order to understand what we mean by a "temperature" when discussing 
the ISM and IGM, we should take one step back and look at the concept of 
equilibrium. In general, the word "equilibrium" means a state of balance. We'll 
be talking a lot about equilibrium systems in this book, so it's important to 
note up front that the ISM and IGM are not in perfect equilibrium. (If they 
were, they'd be boring.) There are times, however, when the assumption of 
some type of equilibrium is a useful approximation. Let's start with kinetic 
equilibrium, then go on to excitation equilibrium, ionization equilibrium, and 
pressure equilibrium. 

A gas is in kinetic equilibrium, sometimes known as thermal equilibrium, 

WIM: All-sky map of H  (6563Å)α

CNM + WNM: All-sky 21 cm map



Pressure Equilibrium
• All five phases of the ISM have a pressure  , equivalent to a thermal 

energy density .
- Thus, it is tempting to assume that the phases are in pressure equilibrium, with

- Earlier views of the ISM did assume the pressure equilibrium. Denser, cooler “clouds” in a 
tenuous, hotter “intercloud medium.”

- However, current studies of the ISM have had reject this simple picture. The ISM has indeed 
tendencies toward pressure equilibrium, but something always happens to throw things out 
of equilibrium.
✦ The ubiquity of free electrons indicates that the ISM is coupled to the interstellar 

magnetic field. The turbulent energy density is not negligibly small. Thus, they have to 
be taken into account.

✦ Supernova explosions are going off in the ISM, increasing the temperature T.
✦ Hot young stars are pouring ionizing radiation into the ISM, splitting up atoms and 

increasing n.

P ∼ 4 × 10−19 atm
(3/2)nkT ∼ 0.4 eV cm−3

n1kT1 = n2kT2 = 4 × 10−19 atm
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Figure 1.13: A cartoon from the McKee & Ostriker paper on the third phase. The 
left panel shows a typical cold neutral cloud, surrounded by the warm medium 
(both neutral and ionized). The right panel shows and expanding supernova 
blast wave overtaking a population of cold clouds. 

the Sun resides in the midst of a "Local Bubble" of hot gas, with T ~ 106 K and 
n ~ 0.004cm- 3 • Cox & Smith, in 1974, suggested that supernova remnants could 
produce a bubbly hot phase, with T ~ 106 K, and that the bubbles blown by 
supernovae would have a porosity factor 

(1.33) 

where rsN is the supernova rate per unit volume, and the porosity factor q is 
essentially the fraction of the ISM volume occupied by hot bubbles. The range 
0.1 < q < 0.5 is the most topologically interesting range, in which the expanding 
SN remnants join to form clusters and elongated tunnels of hot gas. 

McKee and Ostriker, in what is usually thought of as the "third phase" 
paper, made a more elaborate argument for three phases within the ISM. Their 
first phase is the Cold Neutral Medium, with T ~ BOK, n ~ 40cm-3, and a 
low fractional ionization x = nel n ~ 0.001. Their second phase is the Warm 
Medium, containing both ionized and neutral components; in the Warm Medium, 
T ~ 8000K and n ~ 0.3cm- 3 , with the ionization fraction ranging from x ~ 0.15 

(1 atm = 1.013 × 106 dyn cm−2)
n1T1 = n2T2 = 2,935 cm−3 K
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Heating and Cooling in the ISM
• The temperature of the ISM is also determined by a balance between 

heating and cooling.
- Each phase has a temperature where the balance is a stable one.

• Definitions
- heating gain per atom , cooling loss per atom   in units of erg s-1.

- volumetric heating rate , volumetric cooling rate  in units of erg cm-3 
s-1.

- cooling function  in units of erg cm3 s-1, which is useful for two-body interactions.

- , where  is the total number density of gas particles.
- Even when only one type of particle is losing energy, the energy loss is shared among 

all the gas particles due to the relatively short thermalization time scale in the ISM.

G L
g = nG ℓ = nL

Λ
ℓ = nL = n2Λ n

Reference: Collisional time scale in the CNM

‣        for atom-atom collisions

‣        for atom-electron collisions

‣          for electron-electron collision

tcoll(HH) ∼ 2.2 yr
tcoll(eH) ∼ 120 yr
tcoll(ee) ∼ 1.2 hr

23

Mean free path in the CNM

‣            for atom-atom collisions

‣            for atom-electron collisions

‣    for electron-electron collision

λmfp(HH) ∼ 0.74 AU

λmfp(eH) ∼ 1700 AU

λmfp(ee) ∼ 1.9 × 10−3 AU



- Heating -
• Heating processes

- The primary heating mechanisms of the ISM involve providing free electrons with high 
energies. Through collisions, the fast free electrons share their kinetic energy with 
other particles, and through further collisions, the distribution of velocities approaches 
a Maxwellian distribution.

- Source of free electrons
✦ Ionization by cosmic rays
✦ Photoionization of dust grains by starlight UV.
✦ Photoionization of atoms (H, He, C, Mg, Si, Fe, etc) by X-rays or starlight UV.

- Other heating sources:
✦ Heating by shock waves and other MHD phenomena.
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(1) Cosmic Ray Heating
• Cosmic Rays

- Cosmic rays consist primarily of protons and helium 
nuclei, with heavier nuclei, electrons, positrons, and 
antiprotons making a small contribution (~1%). They have 
relativistic energies as high as 1020 eV.

- Cosmic rays are of galactic origin, and not universal 
except perhaps at very high energies.

- The energy distribution of cosmic rays peaks at 
.

- The solar wind expels cosmic rays of low energy. 
• The relatively low-energy cosmic rays ( ) can 

collisional ionize hydrogen atoms:

- The cosmic ray ionization produces electrons with a spectrum 
of energies. The ejected electron carries away a mean energy 
of .

• Heating by cosmic rays is the dominant heating mechanism 
in molecular clouds, where the dust opacity prevents high-
energy photons from entering.

E ≈ 300MeV

1 < E < 50 MeV

⟨E⟩ ≈ 35 eV

Differential energy spectra of cosmic-ray 
protons (H), 𝛼 particles (He), and iron,
near solar minimum and maximum
(Silberberg et al. 1987)

H + p → p + p + e−

solar maximum

solar minimum

solar cosmic ray

peak at E ≈ 300 MeV
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(2) Photoelectric Heating by Dust
- UV and X-ray photons can knock electrons free from dust grains. The ejected electrons 

carry kinetic energy, which can be effective at heating the surrounding gas.
- Photoelectrons emitted by dust grains dominate the heating of the diffuse 

neutral ISM (CNM and WNM) in the Milky Way.
- The work function, analogous to the ionization energy of an atom, for graphite is 

. Therefore, UV photons with  can kick out photoelectrons from dust 
grains. The photoelectric heating by dust is dominated by photons with .

- Photoelectric heating from dust may be an order of magnitude larger than the cosmic 
ray heating rate.

4.50 ± 0.05 eV hν ≳ 5 eV
hν ≳ 8 eV

Gpe ≈ 1.4 × 10−26
nph(8 − 13.6 eV)
3 × 10−3 cm−3

⟨σabs⟩
10−21 cm2

⟨Y⟩
0.1

⟨Epe⟩ − ⟨Ec⟩
1 eV

erg s−1

Here, 

 = number density of  photons
 = total dust photo absorption cross section per H nucleon, averaged over the photon spectrum.

     = photoelectric yield averaged over the spectrum of 8 to 13.6 eV photons
              absorbed by the interstellar grain mixture.

 = mean kinetic energy of escaping photoelectrons.
   = mean kinetic energy of electrons captured from the plasma by grains.

nph(8 − 13.6 eV) 8 < hν < 13.6 eV
⟨σabs⟩
⟨Y⟩

⟨Epe⟩
⟨Ec⟩

The gain is independent of temperature.
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(3) Photoionization Heating
- Photons in the energy range  are likely 

to end up ionizing a carbon atom. When carbon is photo ionized, a free electron is 
released.

- The released electron (photoelectron) carries away the energy between 0—2.34 eV.
- If there aren’t many photons with , hydrogen is predominantly in neutral 

form and most of positively charged ions are C II ( ).
- The heating gain from the photoionization of carbon is approximately:

- In the dusty ISM, the heating by carbon photoionization can’t compete with the heating 
by electrons ejected from dust grains.

- H II regions and the diffuse IGM are the regions where photoionization becomes an 
important heating source.

11.26 eV < hν < 13.60 eV (911.6Å < λ < 1101Å)

hν > 13.6 eV
C+

C0 + hν → C+ + e−

GCII = 2.2 × 10−22 f(CI)𝒜C χ0 erg s−1

≈ 10−29 erg s−1
Eq (3.8) of The Physics and Chemistry of the Interstellar 
Medium (A. G. G. M. Tielens)

Here, 

   = neutral fraction of carbon ( )
      = atomic carbon abundance in the gas phase ( )

        = intensity of the radiation field in units of the average interstellar radiation field.

f (CI) ∼ 3.3 × 10−4

𝒜C ∼ 2.70 × 10−4 × 0.5
χ0

Ionization energy of C = 11.26 eV.

The gain is independent of temperature.
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(4) Shock Heating
- Shocks are propagating disturbances, characterized by abrupt, nearly discontinuous 

change in the temperature, pressure, and density.

✦ In the ISM, shocks can be created by a supernova explosion or by the collision 
between molecular clouds.

✦ On larger scales, shocks can be created by the collision of two galaxy clusters.
✦ Shocks convert the kinetic energy of bulk flow into the thermal energy associated 

with random particle motion.
✦ By a supernova shock, the temperature can rise to more than 106 K.

- Shock heating is the dominant heating mechanism in the HIM of the ISM and in the 
warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM).
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- Cooling -
• Decreasing the average kinetic energy of particles in the ISM is 

usually done by radiative cooling.
- In the CNM, cooling is performed by infrared photons emitted by carbon and oxygen.

✦ Oxygen is nearly all in the form of neutral O I. (the ionization energy = 13.26 eV)
✦ Carbon will be nearly always in the form of singly ionized C II. (ionization energy = 

11.26 eV) The background starlight in our galaxy has enough photons in the 
relevant energy range  to keep the C atoms ionized.

• [C II] 158μm (collisionally excited line emission)
- The electronic ground state of C II is split into two fine levels, separated by an energy 

, which corresponds to  and .

- The upper level is populated by collisions with hydrogen atoms and free electrons.
- If C II is excited by collisions with free electrons, the cooling function is given by, for a C 

abundance ,

11.26 eV < hν < 13.60 eV

Euℓ = 7.86 × 10−3 eV λ = 158 μm T = Euℓ /k = 91.2 K

nC/nH = 3 × 10−4

Λe
[CII]

10−25 erg cm3 s−1
≈ 0.03 ( x

10−3 ) ( T
100 K )

−1/2

exp (−
91.2 K

T )
Here,  is the ionization fraction.x = ne /n
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- If the  C II is excited by collisions with hydrogen atoms, the cooling function is

- In the CNM, both contribute significantly to the excitation of C II.

ΛH
[CII]

10−25 erg cm3 s−1
≈ 0.06 ( T

100 K )
0.13

exp (−
91.2 K

T )
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Cll 158 µm

Fig. 5.5. CII 158 µm line emission in the Galaxy. The map size is !180" to
+180" in Galactic Longitude and !60" to +60" in Galactic Latitude (the same as
the multi-wavelength panoramas in Figure 1.1). The brightness represents the
line intensity and varies from 3 to 200 nW m!2 sr!1. The data are from all-sky
maps created by the Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer.

The energy of a photoelectron is insufficient to excite the first
electronic state of hydrogen at 10.2 eV (see Chapter 3). Thus a HI–e
collision exchanges kinetic energy. Because of the large mass ratio,
many interactions are required for equipartition and interactions with
other species will also occur. The next abundant species are carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen. Carbon differs from the others in having an
ionization potential, 11.3 eV, below that of hydrogen and can there-
fore be at least partially ionized in HI clouds. Electrostatic attraction
implies that the cross-section for CII–e collisions is relatively large
and, moreover, the CII ground state is split by E0 = 0.008 eV (this
is known as fine structure and is due to relativistic and other corrections
to the Hamiltonian describing the electron orbitals). Because CII is
relatively abundant and readily excited, it siphons off much of the photo-
electron kinetic energy. Indeed, the similarity between the temperature
T0 =E0/k = 92 K and the low end of observed HI temperatures demon-
strates that CII excitation is the dominant cooling mechanism in cold
atomic gas. The resulting line at 158 µm is the strongest far-infrared
line in the Galaxy (Figure 5.5) and an important diagnostic of the ISM
in other galaxies.

Because the collisional timescale is long compared to spontaneous
decay, every collisional excitation produces a radiative de-excitation,
and the total cooling rate of the cloud is proportional to the number
of CII–e collisions. We discuss collisional excitation in detail in the
following chapter on HII regions and here simply state a general
equation for the cooling rate per unit volume,

Cooling = n2
H!0

!
T0

T

"1/2

e!T0/T # n2
H!(T ), (5.19)

where !0 is a constant that depends on the collisional cross-section
and energy of the transition, kT0. The dependence on the square of the

C II 158 𝝻m line emission in the Galaxy. The map size is -180o to 180o in Galactic longitude and -60o 
and 60o in Galactic latitude. The data is from all-sky maps created by the Cosmic Microwave 
Background Explorer.

[Fig. 5.5. Introduction to the Interstellar Medium, J. P. Williams]



• [O I] 63.2μm (collisionally excited emission line)
- The electronic ground state of O I has a fine splitting of .

- The upper level is populated primarily by collisions with hydrogen atoms.
- The resulting cooling function due to the emission of 63.2μm is, for an abundance of 

,

• Note:
- [C II] and [O I] are the dominant form of cooling in molecular clouds and the CNM.
- Molecular clouds can also cool by emission from the vibrational and rotational 

transitions of molecules.

Euℓ /k = 228 K

nO/nH = 5.4 × 10−4

ΛH
[OI]

10−25 erg cm3 s−1
≈ 0.04 ( T

100 K )
0.42

exp (−
228 K

T )
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• Ly𝛼 1216Å
- The first excited level of atomic hydrogen is  above the ground state.
- Although the first excited level will not be highly populated by collisions until the 

temperature reaches , hydrogen is extremely abundant. Thus 
the cooling by Ly𝛼 can compete with cooling by IR fine-structure lines at temperature 
as low as T ~ 8000 K.

- The cooling function for H excited by collisions with free electrons is

• When T > 15,000 K,
- atomic hydrogen can be collisionally ionized, followed by radiative recombination to a 

high energy level, and followed by a cascade down to the ground state.
- The recombination lines are an important cooling mechanism in the WNM and WIM.
- These phases are also cooled by line emission from more highly ionized atoms such 

as O III, C IV, and O VI. 

E21 = 10.20 eV

T ∼ E21/k = 118,000 K

Λe
[Lyα]

10−25 erg cm3 s−1
≈ 7000 ( x

10−3 ) ( T
100 K )

−0.5

exp (−
118,000 K

T )
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• Thermal Bremsstrahlung
- In the HIM at T > 106 K, the “braking radiation” emitted by electrons when they are 

accelerated by other charged particles can be a significant cooling mechanism.

- The cooling function is .

• Cooling Function

- For 10 < T < 104 K, [C II] 158μm line is a major coolant. The [O I] 63μm line is 
important for T > 100 K. Ly𝛼 cooling dominates only at T > 104 K.

Λ ∝ T1/2

340 CHAPTER 30

Figure 30.1 Cooling rate for neutral H I gas at temperatures 10 <! T <! 2 ! 104 K
for two fractional ionizations. For T < 104 K, the cooling is dominated by two fine
structure lines: [C II]158µm and [O I]63µm.

340 CHAPTER 30

Figure 30.1 Cooling rate for neutral H I gas at temperatures 10 <! T <! 2 ! 104 K
for two fractional ionizations. For T < 104 K, the cooling is dominated by two fine
structure lines: [C II]158µm and [O I]63µm.

Onset of Ly𝛼 at T ~ 8,000 K
WNM condition CNM condition
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Stable & Unstable Equilibrium
• A thermal equilibrium must have heating and cooling balanced: .

- We assume photoelectric heating by dust and cooling by [C II], [O I], and Ly𝛼. Then, 
the equilibrium density is obtained by

- If every point along the above equilibrium line represented a stable equilibrium, then there 
could be a continuous distribution of temperatures, and thus of number densities.

- However, it’s not the case. Not every equilibrium point is a stable equilibrium.

g = ℓ

neqG = n2
eqΛ → neq(T ) =

G
Λ(T )

Note that G is a (nearly) constant.

n vs T plane P vs n plane
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Figure 1.11 The heavy line gives the equilibrium density neq(T) for which the tempera-
ture remains constant. Above the line, the gas will cool; below the line, the gas will heat.
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Figure 1.12 The heavy solid line is the line of temperature equilibrium. Above this line,
the gas will cool; below the line, the gas will heat.

Consider what happens at point F of Figure 1.12 if you slightly change the
temperature while keeping the pressure fixed. If the temperature increases, the
number density must decrease, and you move left from point F. This moves you
into the cooling portion of the plot, and the temperature consequently decreases.
Thus, a negative feedback loop pushes you back to the original temperature.
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Consider what happens at point F of Figure 1.12 if you slightly change the
temperature while keeping the pressure fixed. If the temperature increases, the
number density must decrease, and you move left from point F. This moves you
into the cooling portion of the plot, and the temperature consequently decreases.
Thus, a negative feedback loop pushes you back to the original temperature.
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- Pressure Equilibrium
• Let’s assume that the interstellar gas is in pressure equilibrium.

- For pressures in the range , bounded by the 
dashed lines, there are three possible values of  at a fixed pressure.

0.7 × 10−13 dyn cm−2 < P < 7 × 10−13 dyn cm−2

neq

- Consider what happens at a point, for instance F, if you slightly 
change the temperature while keeping the pressure fixed.
‣ If T increases, n must decrease, and you must move left from 

point F. This moves you into the net cooling portion, and T 
consequently decreases.

‣ If T decrease, n must increase, and this moves you rightward 
into the net heating portion, and T consequently increases.

‣ Thus, a negative feedback restores the original temperature.
- A similar negative feedback maintains temperature stability at 

point H.
- However, now consider what happens at G.
‣ If T increases, n must decrease, and you must move left from 

point G. This moves you into the net heating portion, and T  
increases further, until you reach F.

‣ If T decrease, n must increase, and this moves you rightward 
into the net cooling portion, and T decrease further, until you 
reach H.

‣ Thus, a positive feedback makes the point unstable.
- Consequently, we have two stable equilibrium points (F 

and H). F = WNM, H = CNM
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Figure 1.12: Heavy solid line = line of temperature equilibrium. Above the line, 
the gas will cool; below the line, the gas will heat. 

the number density must increase, placing you in the cooling portion of the plot, 
and the temperature decreases further, until you reach point H. Thus, point G 
is in unstable equilibrium, in contrast to points F and H, which are in stable 
equilibrium. 

As a result of their analysis, Field, Goldsmith, and Habing created a two-
phase model of the interstellar medium, consisting of Cold Neutral Clouds, 
with n ~ l0cm- 3 and T ~ l00K, embedded within a Warm Intercloud Medium, 
with n ~ 0.l cm- 3 and T ~ 10,000K. These stable equilibrium conditions are 
the equivalent of points H and F in Figure 1.12. Given the imperfect state of 
observations in 1969, this two-phase model provided an adequate fit to the data. 

Interestingly, although they advocated a two-phase model, Field, Goldsmith, 
and Ha bing added as an aside, "A third stable phase should exist above 106 K, 
with bremsstrahlung the chief cooling process." In 1969, there was little ob-
servational evidence for such a hot phase. In the 1970s, though, detection of a 
diffuse soft X-ray background and of emission lines from highly ionized species 
such as O v1 hinted at the existence of interstellar gas with T ~ l 06 K. In fact, 

P = 0.7 × 10−13 dyn cm−2

nT = 507 cm−3 K

P = 7 × 10−13 dyn cm−2

nT = 5,070 cm−3 K

W
NM CNM

unstable
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Two-Phase Model & Three-Phase Model

- In the 1970s, detection of a diffuse soft X-ray background and of 
emission lines such as O VI 1032, 1038Å hinted at the existence 
of interstellar gas with T ~ 106 K. In fact, the Sun resides in a 
“Local Bubble” of hot gas, with T ~ 106 K and n ~ 0.004 cm-3.

- Cox & Smith (1974) suggested that supernova remnants could 
produce a bubbly hot phase, and that the bubbles blown by 
supernovae would occupy a large volume fraction of the ISM.

- A superbubble or supershell is a cavity which is ~100 pc across 
and is populated with hot (106 K) gas atoms, less dense than 
the surrounding ISM, blown against that medium and carved out 
by multiple supernovae and stellar winds.

36

- As a result of their analysis, Field, Goldsmith, and Habing (1969) created a two-phase model 
of the ISM, consisting of Cold Neutral Clouds, with n ~ 10 cm-3 and T ~ 100 K, embedded 
within a Warm Intercloud Medium, with n ~ 0.1 cm-3 and T ~ 10,000 K.

✦ They were unaware of the role played by dust in heating the ISM, assumed that 
collisional ionization by cosmic rays provided the bulk of the heating.

✦ FGH (1969) advocated a two-phase model. However, they also speculated “an existence 
of a third stable phase at T > 106 K, with bremsstrahlung the chief cooling process.”



McKee & Ostriker’s Three-Phase Model
• McKee & Ostriker (1977)

- They made a more elaborate argument for three phases within the ISM.

- Cold Neutral Medium, with , , and a low fractional ionization 
.

- Warm Medium, containing both ionized and neutral components,  and 
, the ionization fraction ranging from  in the neutral component (WNM) to 

 in the ionized component (WIM).

- Hot Ionized Medium, consisting of the overlapping supernova bubbles, with  and 
, and  (nearly complete ionization).

• However, in many ways, the ISM is a dynamic, turbulent, dusty, magnetized 
place.

T ∼ 80 K n ∼ 40 cm−3

x = ne/n ≲ 0.001
T ∼ 8000 K

n ∼ 0.3 cm−3 x ∼ 0.02
x ∼ 0.15

T ∼ 106 K
n ∼ 0.002 cm−3 x ∼ 1
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Figure 1.13: A cartoon from the McKee & Ostriker paper on the third phase. The 
left panel shows a typical cold neutral cloud, surrounded by the warm medium 
(both neutral and ionized). The right panel shows and expanding supernova 
blast wave overtaking a population of cold clouds. 

the Sun resides in the midst of a "Local Bubble" of hot gas, with T ~ 106 K and 
n ~ 0.004cm- 3 • Cox & Smith, in 1974, suggested that supernova remnants could 
produce a bubbly hot phase, with T ~ 106 K, and that the bubbles blown by 
supernovae would have a porosity factor 

(1.33) 

where rsN is the supernova rate per unit volume, and the porosity factor q is 
essentially the fraction of the ISM volume occupied by hot bubbles. The range 
0.1 < q < 0.5 is the most topologically interesting range, in which the expanding 
SN remnants join to form clusters and elongated tunnels of hot gas. 

McKee and Ostriker, in what is usually thought of as the "third phase" 
paper, made a more elaborate argument for three phases within the ISM. Their 
first phase is the Cold Neutral Medium, with T ~ BOK, n ~ 40cm-3, and a 
low fractional ionization x = nel n ~ 0.001. Their second phase is the Warm 
Medium, containing both ionized and neutral components; in the Warm Medium, 
T ~ 8000K and n ~ 0.3cm- 3 , with the ionization fraction ranging from x ~ 0.15 
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Atomic Gas / Hydrogen Gas
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Hydrogen Gas - 21 cm hyperfine line
• The CNM and WNM, taken together, provide over half the mass of the ISM.

- H is the most abundant element in the universe. In the CNM and WNM, most of the 
hydrogen is in the form of neutral atoms.

- The Ly𝛼 line of H provides a useful probe of the properties of the CNM and WNM. 
However, at its wavelength the Earth’s atmosphere is highly opaque, and thus 
observing Ly𝛼 absorption requires orbiting UV satellites. In addition, Ly𝛼 can be seen 
in absorption only along those lines of sight toward sources with a high UV flux.

- To do a global survey of atomic hydrogen in the galaxy, we need some way of easily 
detecting radiation from hydrogen, regardless of its kinetic temperature or number 
density.

- Such a way was first found in 1944, by Henk van de Hulst.
‣ He attempted to find emission lines at the wavelengths ~ 1 cm to 20 m, at which the 

Earth’s atmosphere is transparent. He then realized that the hyperfine structure line 
resulting from a flip of the electron spin within a hydrogen atom should have a wavelength 
of 21 cm.

‣ This was confirmed by Harold Ewen and Edward Purcell in 1951, when they first detected 
21 cm emission from the Milky Way.
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Hyperfine splitting of the 1s ground state of atomic H
40

p
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F = 1 gu = 3 Eu = 5.87⇥ 10�6 eV

<latexit sha1_base64="HX5jpGX3DOl9kUpakpvATPjqm+4=">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</latexit>

F = 0 g` = 1 E` = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="gAks5bB07hISNhT6A0j4zWgYOgY=">AAADFXicdZLNbhMxEMedLR/t8tG0HLlYlEpwiXbbIrhEVCqtOBBRBGkrZaPgdWa3pt71yvamRJbzAH0BXoMrIG6IK+c+Am+BN6lQ2ySjPfz1n9/YM7OOC86UDoLzmrdw4+at24tL/p279+4v11dWD5QoJYU2FVzIo5go4CyHtmaaw1EhgWQxh8P4ZKfKHw5AKibyD3pYQDcjac4SRol2Vq/+eK8ZjEYjE2n4rHFqexFw3gyx83bHGjdx0KuvBY1gHHhahBdibXv578un/o/d/d5K7TzqC1pmkGvKiVKdMCh01xCpGeVg/fWoVFAQekJSMKT4lIhcK+tfcjtO5iQD1TXjKS1ed04fJ0LiisZj179yTqbUMIsdmRF9rK7nKnNWrlPq5EXXsLwoNeR0clFScqwFrlaG+0wC1XzoBKGSuREwPSaSUO0W60evwI0o4b27WvA915rZaXHQVdKat6031tAss8Z9TNv/eMu1MSkxUV5aE1V9Cdm3l6s3NmcWDObgHwfVZqf503n86Ww+ncen1vfdYwiv//ppcbDRCLcaz965V7GFJrGIHqJH6AkK0XO0jV6jfdRGFJ2hr+gb+u598X56v7zfE9SrXdQ8QFfC+/MP7IcGvQ==</latexit>

⌫ = 1420.4MHz

<latexit sha1_base64="xy/HY0pvF7+y+EDztLh+nQwbhmM=">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</latexit>

� = 21.106 cm

<latexit sha1_base64="LISD0UwsDBEG4htnDOFlEQodr/4=">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</latexit>

�E/kB = 0.06816K

<latexit sha1_base64="MNkGDaoMDQ5XUj8WpSCvSjpqrGU=">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</latexit>

spin-parallel
magnetic-moment antiparallel

spin-antiparallel
magnetic-moment parallel

Au` = 2.8843⇥ 10�15 s�1 = (11.0Myr)�1

<latexit sha1_base64="WERQdMBZJ7L5aNzryRBw3eCZl10=">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</latexit>

1s 2S1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="2luVeP/MUYKjTqZz7Fc6nan66so=">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</latexit>

Note that the magnetic moment is proportional to the charge, so the 
electron and proton have opposite directions of the magnetic moments.



Difference between Ly𝛼 and 21 cm transitions
• The excitation energy for Ly𝛼 (E = 10.2 eV, E/k = 118,000 K) is much higher than the kinetic 

temperature of the neutral ISM.

- Collisional excitation is unimportant, and most hydrogen atoms are in the lower level of the Ly𝛼 
transition.

- The Ly𝛼 has a higher energy by a factor of 1.7x106 than the 21 cm.

• The excitation energy for 21 cm is ~ 5.9 μeV, and its equivalent temperature E/k = 0.068 K is 
much lower than the temperature of the cosmic microwave background.
- Even the CMB is able to populate the upper level.
- If collisions are frequent, then the spin temperature will be solely determined by collisions, and 

thus will be a good tracer of the gas kinetic temperature.
- Thus, there is ample opportunity to populate the upper energy level of the 21 cm hyperfine 

transition. The level populations for the 21 cm levels, since                               in all circumstances 
of the ISM.
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- However, in many cases (in particular in WNM), the hyperfine levels may not be in excitation 
equilibrium. Radio astronomers use the term spin temperature  for 21 cm rather than the “excitation 
temperature.”

nu ' 3

4
nH, n` '

1

4
nH

<latexit sha1_base64="GHwqvCUyLMEQxXKUWn0l4kTozKs=">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</latexit>

Texc � 0.068K

<latexit sha1_base64="002i4QHpzT7GGSPm+WL78CYd4ww=">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</latexit>

nu

n`
=

gu
g`

e�h⌫/kTexc = 3 e�0.068K/Texc ' 3

<latexit sha1_base64="TsEycndI0/umQ2HgdxH8MONW4Hg=">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</latexit>

nu

n`
=

gu
g`

exp

✓
�118, 000K

T

◆
= 1.7⇥ 10�51 at T = 1000K

<latexit sha1_base64="Ud2vDSoykAoKFyaM0UabOHVqtC8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xyHlCOD9gTV3WcnijL6DQn8kcbU=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN2L3/ErammzGITYxDsNaiMINpYK5gNyx7G3mbss2ftgd04Ih4WNf8XGQhFbf4Sd/8ZNTKGJDwYe780wMy/IpNBo219WaW5+YXFpeaW8ura+sVnZ2m7pNFccmjyVqeoETIMUCTRRoIROpoDFgYR2MLgc+e07UFqkyS0OM/BiFiUiFJyhkfzKrishxFrk54eR74KU9Jweu0pEfTzwK1W7bo9BZ4kzIVUywbVf+XR7Kc9jSJBLpnXXsTP0CqZQcAn3ZTfXkDE+YBF0DU1YDNorxk/c032j9GiYKlMJ0rH6e6JgsdbDODCdMcO+nvZG4n9eN8fwzCtEkuUICf9ZFOaSYkpHidCeUMBRDg1hXAlzK+V9phhHk1vZhOBMvzxLWkd156TeuGlULxqTOJbJLtkjNeKQU3JBrsg1aRJOHsgTeSGv1qP1bL1Z7z+tJWsys0P+wPr4Bv0Flv8=</latexit>

(gu/g` = 3)



• Typical optical depths of the 21-cm line:

- In the CNM, a typical spin temperature  is                                :

The CNM is in general optically thin, but show significant absorption.
- In the WNM, a typical spin temperature is                                      :

The 21-cm absorption is negligible in the WNM.

Typical Optical Depths of the 21-cm line
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⌧0 = 0.311

✓
NH I

1021 cm�2

◆✓
100K

Tspin

◆✓
10 km s�1

b

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="C1VXW4drlBG6sI+6CJWDL7M4BEY=">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</latexit>

Tspin ⇡ 50� 100K

<latexit sha1_base64="sDzP76tRvoVaIYT52PxsXGlRO+Y=">AAADD3icdZLLahsxFIbl6S2dXuI0y0IRNYEuWjOTJjTLQEIotCYpjZOAx7gaWeOo0Q1J48QI7foCfY1uW+iudJtHyNtUY5uSxPZhFj//+Y50zhnlilFjk+SqFt25e+/+g6WH8aPHT54u11eeHRlZakzaWDKpT3JkCKOCtC21jJwoTRDPGTnOz3aq/PGQaEOlOLQjRbocDQQtKEY2WL36i8OeyzSHRlHhYYaU0vICbiZv0iTJXn/o1RtJMxkHnBXpVDTANA56K7WrrC9xyYmwmCFjOmmibNchbSlmxMdrWWmIQvgMDYhD6mshhTU+vuZ2ghSIE9N14/k8XAtOHxZSw4qGYze+cQ43ZsTzQHJkT83tXGXOy3VKW2x1HRWqtETgyUVFyaCVsFoW7FNNsGWjIBDWNIwA8SnSCNuw0jjbJWFETT6HqyXbC625nRYjtkp6t9/66B3m3LvwUev/463QxqTEZaL0Lqv6krrvr1evv51bMFyAfxlWm53lzxfx5/P5wSJ+4OM4PIb09q+fFUfrzXSjuflpo7G9NX0WS+A5eAlegRS8A9vgPTgAbYDBN/AD/AS/ou/R7+hP9HeCRrVpzSq4EdHlP0q+ARQ=</latexit>

Tspin ⇡ 5000� 8000K
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column density:



Typical H I column density in our Galaxy
• Column density
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in our Galaxy, except for the 
Lockman hole

The Lockman hole is an area of 
the sky in which minimal 
amounts of neutral hydrogen gas 
are observed.

Column density in  Lockman hole

Coordinates:
(l, b) = (149.77, 52.03)
(RA, dec) = (10h45m, +58deg)

Size: ~ 15 square degreesDickey and Lockman 1990



21 cm emission & absorption lines
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Fig. 5.2. Galactic 21 cm HI
line emission from the HI4PI
survey, covering longitude
40! < l < 60!, latitude
"5! < b < 5!, at a velocity
of 30 km s"1. The inset
shows the mean spectrum of
this region in units of
brightness temperature
versus velocity. The vertical
dotted line shows the
velocity slice shown in the
image.

into masses. This led to an estimate of the total atomic mass (hydrogen
plus helium) in the Galaxy of #1010 M$, which is about an order
of magnitude lower than the total mass in stars. The average volume
density can also be inferred from the observed column density once the
size scales are known. It is hard to define the boundaries of intrinsically
nebulous ISM features but the typical densities for atomic clouds range
over nH # 106"8 m"3.

5.3 Temperature
The simplicity of the 21 cm column density calculation is due to the HI
hyperfine states always being in Boltzmann equilibrium. Consequently,
the emission depends only on the amount of neutral hydrogen along the
line of sight and not on how dense or warm it is. So how then can we
measure the temperature of atomic gas?

The answer lies in the inverse temperature dependence of the
opacity (Equation 5.5). Cold gas absorbs more strongly than warm gas,
ultimately due to the stimulated emission term B21 in Equation 3.17.
We therefore need to consider line absorption. The simplest geometry is
shown in Figure 5.3 where two neighboring lines of sight pass through
an HI cloud with a uniform kinetic temperature TH and optical depth
! . The first line of sight measures cloud emission only. Dropping
the " dependence for clarity and using the definition of brightness
temperature in the Rayleigh–Jeans formulation for the radiative transfer
(Equations 5.3, 5.8), we have

TB,1 = TH (1 " e"! ). (5.10)
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Fig. 5.3. Schematic of an
absorption experiment to
measure the temperature of
an atomic cloud. The !rst
line of sight measures the
emission from the cloud
only, illustrated by the
spectrum in the top left. The
second line of sight contains
a background source with
continuum temperature Tc.
The difference between the
two lines of sight reveals a
dip in the continuum
emission due to absorption
by the cloud, illustrated by
the spectrum in the bottom
right.
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However, the second line of sight includes an additional component,
with brightness temperature Tc, from the background source,

TB,2 = TH (1 ! e!! ) + Tce
!! . (5.11)

The background source is typically a quasar that emits over a
continuum so Tc can be measured at neighboring frequencies away from
the HI line. Thus the two equations can be solved to determine the two
unknowns,

! = ln
!

Tc

TB,2 ! TB,1

"
,

TH = TB,1

1 ! e!!
.

(5.12)

Just as the emission is a spectral feature that encodes information
about the HI velocities, so is the optical depth, as shown schematically
by the insets in Figure 5.3. The difference between the two lines of sight
(in practice this is most accurately measured using an interferometer)
dips below the continuum level at the velocities where the HI absorbs.

Actual data are, of course, more complicated. An example is shown
in Figure 5.4. The emission is broad and approximately Gaussian in
shape but we see several distinct absorption features. The narrowness of
the absorption lines compared to the broadness of the emission profile
is due to the greater absorbing efficiency of cold gas. The multiple
features show that there are several distinct components, with different
temperatures, along the line of sight.

This non-uniformity complicates the interpretation of the
temperature measurement described above. We can readily generalize

Galactic 21 cm H I line emission from the 
HI4PI survey.

The inset shows the mean spectrum of this 
region in units of brightness temperature 
versus velocity.
The vertical dotted line shows the velocity 
slice shown in the image.

Schematic of an absorption experiment to 
measure the temperature of an atomic cloud.

The first line of sight measures the emission 
from the cloud only.
The second line of sight contains a background 
source with continuum (brightness) temperature 

.
The difference between the two lines of sight 
reveals a dip in the continuum emission due to 
absorption by the cloud.

Tc

[Introduction to Interstellar Medium, J.P. Williams]



Ionized Gas - Ionization Equilibrium
• Photoionization Equilibrium:

‣ Balance between photo-ionization and the process of recombination.

• Collisional Ionization Equilibrium (CIE) or coronal equilibrium
‣ Balance at a given temperature between collisional ionization from the ground states of the 

various atoms and ions, and the process of recombination from the higher ionization 
stages.

‣ In this equilibrium, effectively, all ions are in their ground state.
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H II regions: Photoionization and Recombination of Hydrogen
• Interstellar medium (ISM), which is primarily composed of hydrogen, is transparent to h𝜈 

< 13.6 eV photons, but is very opaque to ionizing photons with h𝜈 > 13.6 eV.

- Ionized atomic hydrogen regions, broadly termed “H II regions”, are composed of gas 
ionized by photons with energies above the hydrogen ionization energy of 13.6 eV.

- Sources of ionizing photons include massive, hot young stars, hot white dwarfs, and 
supernova remnant shocks.
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• The photoionization cross-section of H depends 
strongly on frequency and is reasonably 
approximated by a power-law:

• The recombination cross-section 
(recombination to levels ) is given in 
an approximate power law form,

n ≥ 2
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↵ ⌘ e2/hc = 1/137.04, e = 2.71828...
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Figure 4.1: The photoionization cross section for hydrogen (H0 ), hydrogenic 
helium (He+), and neutral helium (He 0 ). 

The inverse process to photoionization is radiative recombination: 

(4.6) 

When hydrogen recombines, the electron doesn't necessary recombine into the 
n = l ground state. If a free electron with kinetic energy E triggers a radiative 
recombination, then the emitted photon will have an energy hv = E + IH/n 2 , 

where n = l for the ground state, n = 2 for the 2s and 2p levels, n = 3 for the 3s, 
3p, and 3d levels, and so forth. Radiative recombination directly to the ground 
state will always produce a photon that has hv IH, and thus is capable of 
photoionizing a hydrogen atom of any energy state. 

The volumetric rate of radiative recombination can be written as 

(4.7) 

where a is the radiative recombination rate first introduced in section 1.2. The 
rate a has units of cm 3 s- 1 . For recombination to any particular state of the 

Photoionization cross section for hydrogen(H0), 
hydrogenic helium (He+), and neutral helium (He0).
[Fig. 4.1 in Ryden]



The Strömgren Sphere: A Uniform, Pure Hydrogen Nebula
• Strömgren Sphere:

- Following Strömgren (1939), we consider the simple idealized problem of a fully 
ionized, spherical region of uniform medium plus a central source of ionizing photons.

- The ionization is assumed to be maintained by absorption of the ionizing photons 
radiated by a central hot star. The central source produces ionizing photons, with 
energy                        at a constant rate    [photons s-1].

• O star temperatures, masses, and ionizing photon rates
- The emission of the most massive (O-type) stars can be approximated as a 

blackbody with a peak energy  eV, very close to the hydrogen 
ionization potential.

- O stars produce enough ionizing photons to create large ionized, or H II, regions.

Q0 ≡ ·Nionize

E ∼ 5hc/kT ≈ 12.9
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move much faster than the protons with a velocity distribution that can
be characterized as a Maxwellian distribution at temperature Te. We then
parameterize the volumetric recombination rate as !(Te)npne, which
has units of m!3 s!1. Since the number density of protons, np, and
electrons, ne, is the same, we can simplify this to !n2

e . A recombined
electron may land in any of the electronic states, labeled by quantum
number n, and the hydrogen atom then radiatively de-excites through
the emission of recombination lines. However, if the free electron
recombines directly to the ground state, n= 1, the resulting photon has
enough energy to ionize another hydrogen atom and the number of
neutral hydrogen atoms is unchanged. In many astrophysical situations,
we therefore only consider recombinations to levels n " 2, as shown by
the subscript 2 in the approximate power law form,

!2 = 2.6 # 10!19
!

104 K
Te

"0.85

m3 s!1. (6.3)

We now use these considerations to deduce the effect of massive
stars on the ionization structure of the ISM.

6.2 The Strömgren Sphere
6.2.1 A Uniform, Pure Hydrogen Nebula

The most massive stars, with spectral type O, have surface temperatures
T$ > 3 # 104 K (Table 6.1). Their emission can be approximated as
a blackbody, B", with a peak energy, E % 5hc/kT$ = 12.9 eV, very
close to the hydrogen ionization potential. Detailed models of stellar
atmospheres provide the surface temperature and production rate of
ionizing photons per second, Ṅionize, for stars of different masses.
Earlier spectral types have lower numbers, e.g., O3, are hotter, and
produce many more ionizing photons.

O stars produce enough ionizing photons to create large ionized, or
HII, regions. We first describe their geometry and then the optical and

Table 6.1. O star temperatures, masses, and ionizing photon rates

SpT T$(K) M$(M&) log10(L$/L&) log10(Ṅionize)

O3 44600 58.3 5.83 49.63
O4 43400 46.2 5.68 49.47
O5 41500 37.3 5.51 49.26
O6 38200 31.7 5.30 48.96
O7 35500 26.5 5.10 48.63
O8 33380 22.0 4.90 48.29
O9 31500 18.0 4.72 47.90



• Ionization and Recombination rates:
- Ionization rate per neutral hydrogen atom at a radius r = 1 pc from an O star is

- This is much greater than the recombination rate per hydrogen ion,

- This implies a neutral hydrogen atom near the center of the nebula would survive a 
few months before being ionized but then, once ionized, would have to wait about ten 
thousand years before recombining with a free electron. We conclude that, at 1 pc, 
the nebula is almost fully ionized.

- As we move outwards in the nebular away from the O star the ionization rate 
decreases as  and eventually will match the recombination rate. This define the 
boundary of the H II region.

1/r2
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• The transition from ionized to neutral will occur at a length scale of the mean free 
path of photoionization in the neutral gas.

- This length scale is over a thousand times smaller than the observed size of the 
nebula.

- Therefore, the gas is either fully ionized or neutral.
- This tells us that the transition from ionized gas to neutral gas at the boundary of the 

H II region will occur over a distance that is very small compared to the Strömgren 
radius.
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- Assuming that the ionization is nearly complete (  ) within   , and 
nearly zero (   ) outside   , we obtain the size of the ionized 
region by simply equating the rate of ionization to the rate of recombination (over the 
whole volume of the ionized region):

- This gives the Stromgren radius:

The physical meaning of this is that the total number of ionizing photons emitted 
by the star balances the total number of recombinations within the ionized 
volume   , often called the Strömgren sphere. It’s radius   is called the 
Strömgren radius.

np = ne = nH Rs
nH0 = nH, ne = 0 Rs

(4⇡/3)R3
s
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H II region - Rosette nebula
• For the Rosette, we find  = 40 pc which is about a factor of 2 larger 

than its observed extent. The discrepancy is because some of he 
ionizing photons are absorbed by dust.

RS

64 Ionized Regions

Fig. 6.1. Optical (DSS2 Red)
image of the Rosette nebula.
The image is 1.5! " 40 pc
across.

radio light that they produce. To quantify the following calculations, we
consider the Rosette nebula, an HII region in Monoceros at a distance
of 1600 pc which extends over about a degree in the sky (Figure 6.1).
The center of the nebula contains a large stellar group, NGC 2244, that
contains four O stars producing a total rate of ionizing photons per
second, Ṅionize = 1049.7. A neutral hydrogen atom will have an average
ionization cross-section,

#!HI$ =
! %
"IP

[B"(T&)/h"] !HI(") d"
! %
"IP

[B"(T&)/h"] d"
" 3 ' 10(22 m2, (6.4)

where B"/h" gives the number of photons at each frequency and we
have approximated the radiation field as a blackbody with temperature
T& = 4 ' 104 K appropriate to the O4V and O5V stars that dominate
the ionization.

The ionization rate per neutral hydrogen atom at a radius r = 1 pc
from the O stars is

Rionize = Ṅionize

4#r2 ' #!HI$ " 3 ' 10(7 s(1. (6.5)

This is much greater than the recombination rate per hydrogen ion,

Rrecombine = $2ne " 3 ' 10(12 s(1, (6.6)
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Optical (DSS2 Red) image of the 
Rosette nebula.

[Fig 6.1, J. P. Williams]



Nebular Emission Lines
• In the figure, the continuum is a mixture of free-bound continuum (from radiative 

recombination), free-free emission (thermal bremsstrahlung), and two-photon 
emission.

• The collisionally excited emission lines are much stronger than the continuum 
spectrum. The collisional emission lines are utilized to measure the temperature 
and density of the medium.
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Figure 4.6: Visible wavelength spectrum of a disk H II region in the Whirlpool 
Galaxy (MSl). Top panel shows bright lines, bottom panel is scaled to show 
faint lines. Selected emission lines are labeled [ data from Croxall et al. 2015 ]. 

are produced over the whole range 0 10.2eV. If you know enough about 
the temperature dependence of free-free, free-bound, and two-photon emis-
sion, you can use the continuum emission from an ionized nebula to estimate 
its temperature. However, since the emission lines of a nebula rise above the 
continuum like skyscrapers above gently rolling plains, it is usually easier to 
use the emission lines as a diagnostic of the nebula's temperature. 

The key to using emission lines to estimate temperature is finding two excited 
states of the same ion whose energy differs by~ kT, where Tis the temperature 
of the gas. For nebulae with T ~ l 0,000 K, this implies energy differences of 
order an electron-volt or so. In practice, the lowest excited states of singly 
ionized nitrogen (N 11) and doubly ionized oxygen (0 111) are useful tools for 
estimating the temperatures of H II regions and planetary nebulae. Since N 11 

and O 111 both have six bound electrons, their electronic energy levels are very 
similar in structure, as shown in Figure 4.7. In each of these two ions, the 
first excited state is 1 D. In NII, the 1 D state is 1.89 eV above the ground state; 
radiative recombination from this excited state produces the [NII] 6548A, 6583A 

Spectrum of a disk HII region in the 
Whirlpool galaxy (M51).

(top) bright lines
(bottom) scaled to show faint lines.

Figure 4.6 [Ryden]



Case A and B (Radiative Recombination of Hydrogen)
• On-the-spot approximation:

- In optically thick regions, it is assumed that every photon produced by radiative 
recombination to the ground state of hydrogen is immediately, then and there, destroyed in 
photoionizing other hydrogen atom.

- In the on-the-spot approximation, recombination to the ground state has no net effect on the 
ionization state of the hydrogen gas. 

• Baker & Menzel (1938) proposed two limiting cases:
- Case A: Optically thin to ionizing radiation, so that every ionizing photon emitted during the 

recombination process escapes. For this case, we sum the radiative capture rate coefficient  
  over all levels  .

- Case B: Optically thick to radiation just above  , so that ionizing photons 
emitted during recombination are immediately reabsorbed, creating another ion and free 
electron by photoionization. In this case, the recombinations directly to    do not reduce 
the ionization of the gas: only recombinations to    act to reduce the ionization.

- Case B in photoionized gas: Photoionized nebulae around OB stars (H II regions) usually 
have large enough densities of neutral H. For this situation, case B is an excellent 
approximation.

- Case A in collisionally ionized gas: Regions where the hydrogen is collisional ionized are 
typically very hot (T > 106 K) and contain a very small density of neutral hydrogen. For these 
shock-heated regions, case A is an excellent approximation.
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Properties of Ionized Hydrogen Regions
• Ionized atomic hydrogen regions, broadly termed “H II regions”, are composed of gas ionized 

by photons with energies above the hydrogen ionization energy of 13.6 eV.
- Ionization Bounded: These objects include “classical H II regions” ionized by hot O or B stars 

(or clusters of such stars) and associated with regions of recent massive-star formation, and 
“planetary nebulae”, the ejected outer envelopes of AGB stars photoionized by the hot remnant 
stellar core.

- Density Bounded: Warm Ionized Medium / Diffuse Ionized Gas: Ionized Gas in the diffuse ISM, 
far away from OB associations.

- The UV, visible and IR spectra of H II regions are very rich in emission lines, primarily collisional 
excited lines of metal ions and recombination lines of hydrogen and helium. H II regions are also 
observed at radio wavelengths, emitting radio free-free emission from thermalized electrons and 
radio recombination lines from highly excited states of H, He, and some metals (e.g., H109𝛼 and 
C lines).

• Three processes govern the physics of H II regions:
- Photoionization Equilibrium: the balance between photoionization and recombination. This 

determines the spatial distribution of ionic states of the elements in the ionized zone.
- Thermal Balance between heating and cooling. Heating is dominated by photoelectrons ejected 

from hydrogen and helium with thermal energies of a few eV. Cooling is mostly dominated by 
electron-ion impact excitation of metal ion followed by emission of “forbidden” lines from low-lying 
fine structure levels. It is these cooling lines that give H II regions their characteristic spectra.

- Hydrodynamics, including shocks, ionization and photodissociation fronts, and outflows and 
winds from the embedded stars.
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Observations of Metallic Absorption Lines Toward the CNM
• The CNM gives rise to a number of absorption features in the spectra of hot 

background stars.
- The most prominent absorption lines at visible wavelengths are Ca II K and H lines at 

, and Na I D1 and D2 doublet lines at .λ = 3933, 3968 Å λ = 5890, 5896 Å
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Figure 2.1: The sodium D2 interstellar absorption line seen along 3 lines of sight 
to stars within~ 15 arcmin of SNl 987 A in the Large Magellanic Cloud. [Molaro 
et al. 1993] 

spectra of hot background stars. The most prominent absorption lines at visible 
wavelengths are the Hand Klines of Ca II at A= 3933A and A= 3968A, and the 
D1 and D2 doublet of Na I at A= 5890A and A= 5896A. 

Figure 2.1, which shows the sodium D2 line in the direction of three different 
bright stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud, shows the variation in absorption 
line profiles. The stars Sk-69° 215 and Sk-69° 224, for instance, are 5 arcminutes 
apart; the cold gas causing the absorption is~ 100 pc away from Earth, meaning 
that 5 arcminutes corresponds to a linear scale ~30,000 AU ~0.15 pc. 

Interstellar absorption lines at visible wavelengths were also found for neu-
tral atoms such as Ca 1, K 1, and Li 1, ions such as Ti II, and diatomic molecules 
such as CH, NH, CN, CH+, and C2 • The detection of CH absorption(\= 4300A) 
in the year 1937 constituted the discovery of interstellar molecules. (Most 
chemists, by the way, would refer to CH, NH, and CN as "radicals", and re-
gard them as highly reactive and short-lived. However, in the low density of 
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Figure 2.2: UV interstellar absorption lines toward the star HD 93521, seen with 
the Goddard High-Resolution Spectrograph on Hubble Space Telescope. Notice 
the multiple velocity components, as well as the effects of line saturation on Si II 
and Fe II. [Spitzer & Fitzpatrick 1993] 

transfer. 
Light can be characterized by its intensity Iv, whose cgs units are ergs- 1 cm- 2 

sr- 1 Hz- 1 . If light travels through empty space (and if space is Euclidean, as 
we'll be assuming) then its intensity remains constant. However, if light travels 
through gas of some non-zero density, its intensity can change if the gas absorbs 
some of the light or if the gas is emitting light at the frequency v in question. As 
the light travels through some small distance ds, the change in the intensity Iv 
can be written as 

(2.1) 

where Kv is the attenuation coefficient, with units of cm- 1, and jv is the emis-
sivity, in units of ergs- 1 cm- 3 sr- 1 Hz- 1. The attenuation coefficient represents 
the fraction of the intensity lost per centimeter traveled; it can differ greatly 
for different media and at different frequencies. The emissivity jv represents 

UV interstellar absorption lines toward an O-type star 
HD93521. (Spitzer & Fitzpatrick 1993)

[Note] (1) multiple velocity components and (2) line 
saturation on Si II and Fe II. 
The multiple velocities are due primarily to the differential 
rotation of our galaxy. (clouds at different distances)

Na I D2 interstellar absorption line seen along 3 
lines of sight to stars in LMC (Molaro et al. 1993)

[Note] The cold gas is ~100 pc away from Earth.



• The composition and excitation of interstellar gas can be studied using absorption 
lines that appear in the spectra of background stars (or other sources).

• The interstellar lines are typically narrow compared to spectral features produced 
by absorption in stellar photospheres, and in practice can be readily distinguished.

• It is normally possible to detect absorption only by the ground state (and perhaps 
the excited fine-structure levels of the ground electronic state) - the populations in 
the excited electronic states are too small to be detected in absorption.

• The widths of absorption lines are usually determined by Doppler broadening, with 
line widths of a few km s-1 (or ) - often observed in cool clouds.

• Absorption lines (and emission lines) contains a lots of information about number 
density, temperature, chemical abundances, ionization states, and excitation 
states.

• However, interpreting the information requires understanding the ways in which 
light interacts with baryonic matter, radiative transfer.

• We need to know the line profile to analyze absorption lines.

Δλ/λ ≈ 10−5
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Absorption & Emission Line Profile
• In the classical / quantum theory of 

spectral lines,
we obtain a Lorentzian line profile:

where     is called the oscillator 
strength or f-value for the transition 
between states  and .

 is the damping constant (or 
Einstein A-coefficient).

fnn′ 

n n′ 

γ = A
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Table 9.4 in [Draine]
See also Table 9.3
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Ca will be in the form of Ca III, which is unobservable. But from the Ca I/Ca II
the ionization conditions can be characterized, and the amount of Ca III estimated,
allowing the total gas-phase column density of Ca to be estimated. Unfortunately,
an unknown (but usually large) fraction of the Ca is generally locked up in dust
grains (this will be discussed in Chapter 23), and therefore from the Ca I and Ca II
observations alone, one cannot reliably estimate the total amount of H associated
with the observed Ca II absorption.

Another interesting case is Ti, where Ti I and Ti II, the two dominant ion stages
for Ti in an H I cloud, both have resonance lines in the optical, allowing the total
column of gas-phase Ti to be determined from ground-based observations. How-
ever, Ti also shares with Ca the problem that a large, but unknown, fraction of the
Ti is generally locked up in dust.

Most of the abundant atoms and ions, with a few exceptions (e.g., He, Ne, O II)
have permitted absorption lines in the vacuum ultraviolet with wavelengths long-
ward of 912 Å so that they will not photoionize hydrogen. Table 9.4 lists selected
resonance lines with 912 Å < ! < 3000 Å.

Table 9.4 Selected Resonance Linesa with ! < 3000 Å

Configurations ! u E!/hc( cm!1) "vac( Å) f!u
C IV 1s22s! 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1550.772 0.0962

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1548.202 0.190
N V 1s22s! 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1242.804 0.0780

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1242.821 0.156
O VI 1s22s! 1s22p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1037.613 0.066

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1037.921 0.133

C III 2s2 ! 2s2p 1S0
1P o

1 0 977.02 0.7586
C II 2s22p! 2s2p2 2P o

1/2
2D o

3/2 0 1334.532 0.127
2P o

3/2
2D o

5/2 63.42 1335.708 0.114
N III 2s22p! 2s2p2 2P o

1/2
2D o

3/2 0 989.790 0.123
2P o

3/2
2D o

5/2 174.4 991.577 0.110

C I 2s22p2 ! 2s22p3s 3P0
3P o

1 0 1656.928 0.140
3P1

3P o
2 16.40 1656.267 0.0588

3P2
3P o

2 43.40 1657.008 0.104
N II 2s22p2 ! 2s2p3 3P0

3D o
1 0 1083.990 0.115

3P1
3D o

2 48.7 1084.580 0.0861
3P2

3D o
3 130.8 1085.701 0.0957

N I 2s22p3 ! 2s22p23s 4S o
3/2

4P5/2 0 1199.550 0.130
4S o

3/2
4P3/2 0 1200.223 0.0862

O I 2s22p4 ! 2s22p33s 3P2
3S o

1 0 1302.168 0.0520
3P1

3S o
1 158.265 1304.858 0.0518

3P0
3S o

1 226.977 1306.029 0.0519
Mg II 2p63s! 2p63p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 2803.531 0.303

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 2796.352 0.608
Al III 2p63s! 2p63p 2S1/2

2P o
1/2 0 1862.790 0.277

2S1/2
2P o

3/2 0 1854.716 0.557

me = electron mass
e = electric charge



Line Broadening Mechanisms
• Atomic levels are not infinitely sharp, nor are the lines connecting them.

- (1) Doppler (Thermal) Broadening
- (2) Natural Broadening
- (3) Collisional Broadening
- (4) Thermal Doppler + Natural Broadening
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• Voigt profile : Thermal + Natural broadening
- Atoms shows both a Lorentz profile plus the Doppler effect.
- In this case, we can write the profile as an average of the Lorentz profile over the 

various velocity states of the atom:

- Voigt profile = convolution of a Lorentz function (natural broadening) and 
Gaussian function (thermal broadening).



- The profile can be written using the Voigt function.
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Voigt-Hjerting function:

Here,  is a ratio of the intrinsic 
broadening to the thermal broadening.

 is a measure of how far you are from 
the line center, in units of thermal 
broadening parameter.
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• Equivalent width
- The spectrograph often lack the spectral resolution to resolve the profiles of narrow lines, but 

can measure the total amount of “missing power” resulting from a narrow absorption line.
- The equivalent width is the width of a straight-sided, perfectly black absorption line that has 

the same integrated flux deficit as the actual absorption line.

Absorption Line & Equivalent Width
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Here,   is the optical depth at the line center.
 is the column density of the atoms in the lower (ground) level. 
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Variation of Line Profiles & Curve of growth
• The absorption line profiles for  

- When  ,   and thus the shape of an absorption line resembles and upside-down 
Voight function.

- When  , the absorption line saturates at its center and becomes increasingly “box-shaped.”

b = 10 km s−1

τ0 < 1 Fν /Fν(0) ≈ 1 − τν

τ0 ≫ 1
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Figure 9.1 Absorption line profiles in three regimes, using as an example H Lyman!
with b = 10 km s!1 and N(H I) = 6.6 ! 1012 cm!2, 1.3 ! 1016 cm!2, and 1.3 !
1019 cm!2 in the upper, middle, and lower panels. Shaded area is proportional to the
missing energy. Note the different abscissa in the lower panel.

[1 ! e!!! ] becomes increasingly “box-shaped.” An example is shown in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. 9.1. Treating the opacity as a delta function broadened only by
Doppler broadening:

!(") = !0 e
!(u/b)2 , (9.16)

we approximate W by the fractional full width at half maximum (FWHM):

W " (!")FWHM

"0
=

(!u)FWHM

c
" 2b

c

!
ln(!0/ ln 2) . (9.17)

The approximation (9.17) is accurate to within 5% for 1.254 < !0 <# !damp, where
!damp, the optical depth separating the “flat” from the “damped” regimes, is from
Eq. (9.25), shown later.

Since !0 depends on N"f"u#"u and b, we see that W depends on the product
N"f"u#"u and b. Note that W is very insensitive to !0 (and therefore N") in this
regime – it varies as the square root of the logarithm of !0. Because W increases
so slowly with increasing N", this is referred to as the flat portion of the curve of

2.2 Building Absorption Lines 
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Figure 2.6: Lyman a absorption lines with central optical depth 'Io= 1 through 
1 0 0 0 and b = l O km s- 1 . 

We don't usually have the luxury of extremely high resolution spectra; thus, 
we need to pick out the most important information available at low resolution. 
We can start with the median frequency (v0 ) or wavelength (.\0 ) of the line. If 
we know what particular line we are looking at, this will tell us the redshift 
or blueshift of the line. Next we want some measure of the strength of an 
absorption line; that is, how effective the absorbers have been at sopping up 
light along the line of sight. Spectroscopists have found it useful to use the 
equivalent width of an absorption line as an empirical measure of its strength. 

In an absorption line spectrum, the flux you measure at a frequency v is 
related to the flux F v ( 0) in the absence of absorbers by the relation 

(2.44) 

If the spectrum isn't too badly hacked up with absorption lines, we can make a 
good guess at what the underlying continuum flux Fv(O) should be, and then 

Figure 9.1 in [Draine]
Note the different abscissa in the lowest panel.

Lyman 𝛼 absorption lines for b = 10 km s-1.
Figure 2.6 in [Ryden]

• Curve of growth
- The curve of growth refers to the numerical relation between the observed equivalent width 

and the underlying optical depth (or the column density) of the absorber.



Homework (due date: 09/23)
• Problem [1]: Two stable phases

- Use the formulae for the photoelectric heating rate by dust and the cooling rate by [CII] 
158μm, [OI] 63.2μm, and Ly𝛼, described in this lecture note. Ignore other processes. 
Assume all parameters inside parentheses to be 1, except for temperature.

- Use python or whatever you can use.
✦ Reproduce the figures shown below.

✦ Make a plot “P versus T,” in addition to the above plots.
✦ Compute the numerical values of the equilibrium density and temperature for two 

pressures  and .P = 2 × 10−13 dyn cm−2 4 × 10−13 dyn cm−2

1.4 Stable & Unstable Equilibrium 29 
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Figure 1.11: The heavy line shows the equilibrium density n (T) for which the 
temperature remains constant. Above the line, the gas will cool; below the line, 
the gas will heat. 

temperature while keeping the pressure fixed. If the temperature increases, the 
number density must decrease, and you move left from point F. This moves you 
into the cooling portion of the plot, and the temperature consequently decreases. 
Thus, a negative feedback loop pushes you back to the original temperature. 
Similarly, if the temperature decreases slightly from point F, the number density 
must increase if pressure is maintained. This moves you rightward into the 
heating portion of the plot, and the temperature consequently increases. Again, 
the negative feedback loop restores the original temperature. A similar negative 
feedback loop maintains temperature stability at point H. 

However, now consider what happens at point G if you slightly change the 
temperature while keeping the pressure fixed. If the temperature increases, the 
number density must decrease and you move left from point G. This moves you 
into the heating portion of the plot, and the temperature increases further. Thus, 
a positive feedback loop pushes you to higher and higher temperatures until 
you reach point F. Similarly if the temperature decreases slightly from point G, 
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Figure 1.12: Heavy solid line = line of temperature equilibrium. Above the line, 
the gas will cool; below the line, the gas will heat. 

the number density must increase, placing you in the cooling portion of the plot, 
and the temperature decreases further, until you reach point H. Thus, point G 
is in unstable equilibrium, in contrast to points F and H, which are in stable 
equilibrium. 

As a result of their analysis, Field, Goldsmith, and Habing created a two-
phase model of the interstellar medium, consisting of Cold Neutral Clouds, 
with n ~ l0cm- 3 and T ~ l00K, embedded within a Warm Intercloud Medium, 
with n ~ 0.l cm- 3 and T ~ 10,000K. These stable equilibrium conditions are 
the equivalent of points H and F in Figure 1.12. Given the imperfect state of 
observations in 1969, this two-phase model provided an adequate fit to the data. 

Interestingly, although they advocated a two-phase model, Field, Goldsmith, 
and Ha bing added as an aside, "A third stable phase should exist above 106 K, 
with bremsstrahlung the chief cooling process." In 1969, there was little ob-
servational evidence for such a hot phase. In the 1970s, though, detection of a 
diffuse soft X-ray background and of emission lines from highly ionized species 
such as O v1 hinted at the existence of interstellar gas with T ~ l 06 K. In fact, 
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• Problem [2]
- Suppose that we observe a radio-bright QSO and detect absorption lines from Milky 

Way gas in its spectra. The 21 cm line is seen in optically-thin absorption with a 
profile with FWHM(H I) = 10 km s-1. We also have high-resolution observations of the 
Na I doublet lines referred to as D1 (5898Å) and D2 (5892Å) in absorption. The Na I 
D2 5892Å line width is FWHM(Na I D2) = 5 km s-1. The line profiles are the result of a 
combination of thermal broadening plus turbulence with a Gaussian velocity 
distribution with one-dimensional velocity dispersion             .
You will want to employ the following theorem: If the turbulence has a Gaussian 
velocity distribution, the overall velocity distribution function of atoms of mass M will 
be Gaussian, with one-dimensional velocity dispersion:

- If the Na I D2 line is optically thin, estimate the kinetic temperature T and             .
Note hat for a Gaussian function,                                  .            
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